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BIG CROWDS EXPECTED FOR OPEN DAY

More than 40 departments and organisations throuchout the University are planning displays, performances
and demonstrations on Saturday, July  10 ~ the university's fourth Open Day.

The executive director of open Day, Mr. R.R. Belshaw, expects the event will attract at least as many
visitors as last year -nearly  12,000.

The Day will begin at  11  a.in. and end at 5 p.in.    It will feature displays, taucs, films, theatre and research

projects in buildings throughout the campus.

The full programme will be published in the July issue of "Monash Reporter", which will be published on
Friday.

THREE NEW MEMBERS 0F COUNCIL

Professor K.C. West fold (Science) and Professor J.D. Legge (History) are the two new professorial members
of Council.   They were elected as the result of a poll conducted on June 30, and will hold their positions for four

years from July 3,1971.

They replace the retiring members, Professor D. Cochrane and Professor R. Street.

Also elected on June 30 was Dr. P. Le P. Darvall (Civil Engineering), who replaces Dr.I. Hiscock as the
representative of the non-professorial teaching staff.

DOUBLE-VOTING IN STUDENTS' ELECTION

Two cases of "voting irregularities" were detected in the elections for student representatives on Council
conducted between June 4 and June 22.

The Returning Officer (Mr. J.D. Butchart) said it had been discovered that two students had voted twice
at different polling booths on different days.

The votes attached to the first dated declarations were counted as formal; the votes attached to the second
declarations were discarded, unopened, and declared informal.

Mr. Butchart described the incident as a vindication of the procedures followed in the conduct of
university elections.

These procedures were explained in SOUND No. 37, but have again been questioned, on the grounds that
the system is unknown outside this university.

SOUND has not read the rules of all Australian universities, but the procedure of requiring a voter to seal
his completed ballot paper in one envelope and to send that envelope accompanied by a declaration to the Returning
Officer is similar to the procedure prescribed for elections to the governing body at least in the Universities of
Sydney, Melbourne and Western Australia, and the Australian National University.

Since the declaration is separated from the sealed envelope containing the ballot paper before that
envelope is opened, complete anonymity of the voter is preserved.    Indeed, this is a better system for the preservation
of secrecy than that used for State elections, where an absentee voter is required to place his marked ballot paper in
an envelope upon which his personal particulars are inscribed.
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THE HALL NOW OPEN

Now that mid-year examinations have ended, Robert Blackwood Hall will be open for inspection by
members of the University.    Initially, the Hall will be open two hours daily, between  12 noon and 2 p.in., for
the remainder of this week.   Visitors are asked to enter by the main south entrance.

VERTICAL TRANSPORT IN MENZIES EXTENSION

The Arts Faculty B.oard at its last meeting discussed objections to the absence of lifts and/or escalators in
the planned extensions to the Menzies Building.

A recent Faculty Bulletin reported:

``Observations had been made which showed that the capacity and speed of the existing escalators was

such that up to 60 persons could embark on them per minute, and that at peak periods an average of 55 persons

per minute embarking at ground level was often maintained.    It was possible for a person embarking at the ground
floor level and remaining stationary while on each of the escalators to reach the ninth floor in about 2]A minutes.
There was some crowding round the entrance to the escalator on the ground floor; the maximum delay for a person
entering the foyer and waiting to embark on the escalator seemed to be about 7 seconds at present.

"When the new building extension was added, the maximum total addition to the population of the whole

Of the Menzies Building might be about 40% (later amended to 25%). However, it seemed unlikely that the present
delay of 7 seconds would be increased to as much as 10 seconds when the new extension was fully occupied.
There would also be two additional staircases, one at the northern end of the extension leading to the first floor,
the other at the southern end leading to all floors of the extension.

"As a result of these observations, it did not seem worth while considering the addition of further lifts or

escalators in the new extension.    This could only be done at very great cost and with the sacrifice of valuable
space."

ACADEMIC VISITORS T0 MONASH

Professor Win fred P. Lehmann, chairman of the Department of Linguistics at the University of Texas,
Austin, will be visiting the Monash Department of German from July 26 to August 3.   Professor Lehmann is in
charge of the graduate exchange scheme at the University of Texas and is interested in promoting student exchange
between Austin and Australian universities.

Professor Susumu Ito, Professor of Anatomy at Harvard University and one of the outstanding electron
microscopists in the United States, is apending three months with the Monash Department of Anatomy.  He will
stay here until mid-August.

WE ALL HAVE OUR TROUBLES

Professor A.J. Francis, fomerly at Melbourne University, now working on a UNESCO Project at Karadeniz
Technical University in Trabzon, Turkey, has written to friends at Monash about student troubles at the Middle East
Technical University.    He says ....

"On March 5 there were pitched battles between police` and students, three people were killed, the Rector

resigned, the place was closed down indefinitely and will not open now until July 26, and the Board of Trustees
is running the joint pro ten . .  .

``At Trabzon the student troubles have not been so serious as elsewhere, but we had one nasty incident

on December 30, when leftists, who were in a 3: 1 majority, threw out the richtists from the student hostel, and
the rightists went down to Trabzon and collected a bunch of townspeople to help them get back in. (Trabzon is
religious and conservative, and dead against anything looking remotely like leftwing - no doubt the proxinity to the
USSR and the memory, still alive, of the occupation of the Black Sea region by Russian troops in 1916, has
something to do with this attitude).   One high-school student was killed in a scuffle and the University was closed
for a month.   More recently it was closed again for a few weeks after some exuberant leftists broke all the windows
in one of the buildings, but that was a very uninteresting affair, relatively speaking."

Authorised by K.`.V. Bennetts, Information Officer.
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